Dirty money of the federal reserve: These letters indicate that the BIS (Bank of International
Settlements) is really nothing more than a trade organization with no regulatory power. This
means that organizations such as the Federal Reserve are free to act as they see fit, with no
over site or accountability.
http://www.strategemgroup.ca/17uldbRYF5lsr5S60Y5q/
Fed%20Letter%20and%20%20Obama%20letter%20attachments.pdf
http://www.strategemgroup.ca/17uldbRYF5lsr5S60Y5q/Dennis%20Lockhart%20letter.pdf
http://www.scribd.com/full/44175812?access_key=key-jpg1p2pxm5b0d0bjov4
http://www.scribd.com/doc/43680919/TroposRe
_______________
THE BUSINESS ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
An Affiliate of the National Black Leadership Roundtable
1112 16th Street, N.W. – Suite 540
Washington, D.C. 20036
Telephone: (202) 269 5337
Fax: (202) 275 0377
E-mail: wfauntroy@aol.com
Theodore A. Adams, III The Honorable Walter E. Fauntroy Frank Francois, III
President Board Chairman and CEO Secretary
November 9, 2010
The Honorable Barak Obama
The President
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20500
Dear Mr. President:
It is with considerable regret that I find myself communicating on record to a Public Official with
whom I once had so much hope for Integrity in Office.
I have personally written letters to you by registered mail and through
Joshua Dubois on June 14, 2010; July 9, 2010 and on July 30, 2010.
None of my letters advising you of the corruption and bribery of senior public Officials, past and
present, have been accorded the respect of a reply or action.
Numerous other parties have also addressed with you, in writing, details of transgressions and
RICO level actions involving elected Officials and Bankers. None have been given the courtesy
of a response for very serious cases. Ignoring them has simply incited parties to address a
collective marshaled campaign.
You have also been advised previously by my letters of the corruption dealing with Mr. Falcone
Settlement monies and others. Enclosed is a letter describing future corruption by senior

officials tampering with bank records, theft, fraud, bribery and conspiracy.
This attached corruption report by Mr. Falcone is currently being shared with certain
Congressional members. And these members are seeking to have a Congressional panel set
up to investigate corruption by government officials that you have allowed to take place in your
administration.
Mr. President, as you are aware, if you are allowing these types of corruption in your
administration and if you’re not taking action; these are grounds for impeachment.
I pray for you to make the right decision.
Sincerely,
Walter E. Fauntroy
Member of Congress
1971-1991
____________
To the Powers that be: Latest Update on the Falcone Account Betrayal- 11/22/2010
Mr. Falcone reports that once again, Bush Sr sent out a Team to change Biden’s accounts in
Hong Kong. They changed banks and the names on Biden’s accounts. Each team member’s
names are known with full details of their travel itinerary.
When President Obama was in India, he received formal notification of Joe Biden’s clandestine
involvement with Bush Sr., who was the party behind stealing Falcone’s funds, and with whom
Bush Sr cross utilized Clinton to bribe Biden, to assist and deny Falcone recovery of his funds.
Mr. Falcone’s sources report that Obama confronted Joe Biden about the money he
received corruptly from the stolen Falcone settlement and about his other account at Bank
Santander, Spain. Obama advised Biden that in addition to his account in Hong Kong, his
Santander account had been discovered and to move it immediately which Biden took care of
electronically.
Because the President knew about this corruption, but took no action to rectify it and uphold
the law, instead freely choosing to help Biden attempt to conceal the truth, he’s as culpable as
the other criminals. He also knows of other similar activities and has taken no action which is
considered a dereliction of duty and fiduciary care of the office he holds.
Bush Sr knows that Falcone and the authorities are carefully monitoring his and Biden’s
accounts in particular. That’s why the Bush team did not dare go back to Spain or the Caribbean
during this last trip overseas.
What this criminal team of Spooks and Agents fail to grasp, is that every move is known and
recorded. Also known, during Bush Sr’s Team previous trip, is that he had his money moved
from St. Barts and relocated it to other Caribbean Island Banks.
Intelligence reports states that Bush Sr. team is expected to be back in the States this week.

These parties are not going to steal assets from Ed Falcone, an American citizen, and get
away with it. A catalogue of evidence has been collated encompassing RICO, Fraud, Bribery,
Corruption, Money Laundering, Theft, misuse of Agency powers and the systematic failure
and collusion of the FBI and other Government Agencies to investigate and arrest the parties
involved with the theft of Mr. Falcone’s settlement funds.
Mr. Falcone has been interviewing high level Criminal Attorneys to add to his legal team, who
will be filing personal criminal charges against Bush(s), Mitt Romney, Michael Herzog, Paul
Guenette , Joseph Ackermann, Alan Greenspan and others.
In conjunction with anticipated Congressional hearings, criminal charges will also be filed
against all of Bush Sr’s Team who changed and modified bank records to help cover up
Falcone’s stolen funds.
The scale, dynamic and Global economic implications of this sordid affair are of such
significance it is now being tracked by multiple Enforcement Agencies, media sources and key
Intel Agencies.
_____________
Here is more.
The story that I released to you on Monday is getting more attention. I can summarize the
drama for you this way. Tropos, an American company. The elders who reside in Taiwan had
accumulated great private wealth over the past several decades and collectively they decided
that this money, denominated in USA dollars(, 700 billion dollars), was to have the Chinese
people as the beneficial owners. Also there was great progress in starting the unification of
Taiwan with Mainland China. The elders decided to send the money through a trustee, Mr
Hryniak to Tropos at the account at Wachovia. Many large sums of money of this sort must
travel through an ACAT which is an electronic transfer of funds.
The BIS, as central bank to all central banks provides the Clearing Payment and Settlement
Systems that assists in the clearing of the funds as the sole Transfer Trustee. In this case, it
seems that the USA Federal Reserve kept the funds for themselves and called upon its ally,
the BIS to state that the BIS function is not clearing but only of supervision. There have been
many lawyers on both sides of the border that have seen and verified that the ACAT was true
and real. The BIS and the Federal Reserve have had their lawyers call the Tropos lawyers but
the Fed and BIS lawyers refuse to put in print what they discussed on the phone. You will see in
one of the correspondence, a file number has been instituted by the American authorities. The
November 2nd letter to the BIS official, Corunna, is very interesting. The letter to Obama in June
2010 describes in detail, the ACAT from Taiwan to NY and how the proceeds have been kept
for their own use instead of the beneficiary's.
The above letters were widely distributed to members of the G20 during their last meeting.
Originally, Mainland China at various times accused Taiwan and the trustee with malfeasance

but have now realized that it was the UNITED STATES FEDERAL RESERVE who has
absconded with the money. Here are the letters sent to the various parties and from the body of
the letters you can deduce that the other side did engage in various conversations.
You can imagine what China would do if they found out what that the USA did something with
their money. Maybe buy up all of the gold and silver at the comex?
Anyway, here are the letters for you to read and I leave it up to you to decide
Caruna Letter:
[link to www.scribd.com]
Obama Letter:
[link to www.scribd.com] [link to harveyorgan.blogspot.com]
____________________
**** To the Powers that be: Corruption Activities – 11/08/2010
Mr. Falcone reports that in early September, former President, George Bush Sr. orchestrated
a government plane equipped with six (6) of his key people to go to Germany, the Caribbean,
Spain and on to Hong Kong. They traveled from Hong Kong back to the US approximately
October 26th.
During this government paid and sponsored trip, they modified and changed records and
bank books of George Bush Sr. in Germany and the Caribbean for his payoffs he’s received
by utilizing Falcone’s money over the years. These allegations have been reported to the FBI
and other agencies by Mr. Falcone over two years ago and to this date, there’s been no action
taken.
Over a year and half ago, Joe Biden began looking into helping Mr. Falcone in getting his
settlement funds released. Then, he was approached by Hilary Clinton to discontinue his
support and to help block the release of Mr. Falcone’s settlement funds. Vice President, Joe
Biden agreed in lieu of a large payoff of over 200 million dollars he’s received over the last year
and a half.
Subsequently, Joe Biden became aware that Mr. Falcone had become knowledgeable of
his payments held in a German bank. Therefore, under the direction of George Bush Sr.,
the traveling team modified the records of Joe Biden’s German account. They sent out
approximately 200 million dollars out of the German bank to a bank in Spain and Hong Kong.
At this time, all particulars including account information will be shared with the Congressional
members. These banks and accounts will be constantly monitored until this is dealt with in
Congressional hearings.
And still more…
**** To the Powers that be: Corruption Activities – 11/14/2010
Mr. Falcone reported earlier that former President, George Bush Sr. orchestrated several
government sponsored planes equipped with key people to modify and change various bank
accounts and records in various countries. Commerce Bank in Frankfurt Germany is one
bank in particular where they modified incoming and outgoing money wires of various account

holders on Bush Sr.’s orders.
The funds in question in named accounts were derived from an offspring of stolen funds of Mr.
Falcone and are separate and apart from Mr. Falcone’s other Government Settlement Fund
account. George Bush Sr. in partnership with Michael Herzog and his partner, Paul Guenette,
gave clearance to Herzog to steal Mr. Falcone’s original principal funds to syndicate and set up
a separate trading fund fronted by Mitt Romney. The profits from trading activities were used
for themselves without Mr. Falcone’s approval or participation. At one point, Herzog wanted to
return Mr. Falcone’s funds and Bush Sr. said no.
Herzog advanced the proceeds from trading utilizing Mr. Falcone’s stolen funds to accounts of
George Bush Sr., George W. Bush, Mitt Romney and others. Mitt Romney has received over a
billion dollars from Mr. Falcone’s stolen funds.
Mr. Falcone has filed complaints with the FBI, Homeland Security and Federal Reserve Board
regarding his stolen funds and the corruption involved. The files are still open and have never
been addressed, resolved or settled. To date, President Obama with full knowledge of Mr.
Falcone’s stolen funds and the corruption involving his Administration has not taken any action
whatsoever.
Denis Blair, WH former member of the President’s Security Council was very aware of the facts
and corruption involving Mr. Falcone’s Settlement Funds. Mr. Blair went to President Obama
and Rahm, WH COS, and told them they needed to satisfy and clear the Falcone matter. Blair
and Rahm had a major run in because it was discovered that Rahm had also received proceeds
from Mr. Falcone’s stolen funds.
One of the reasons Dennis Blair stepped down was he felt there was too much corruption in
Obama’s Administration and he couldn’t take it any longer. After Blair stepped down, Obama
later said, Blair didn’t step down, he fired him in an effort to cover the truth.
When Obama took over as President, Mr. Falcone and other Government Settlements were
about to be settled. Instead of concluding the settlements, Obama’s Administration, with full
knowledge of Obama, took advantage of the main player, Bush Sr. and stole money from the
Settlement Fund’s for personal use. The money that Geithner stole is small in comparison to
Romney’s stolen billion.
George Bush Sr. will do everything to cover up not only his tracks and his role in the stolen
Falcone Funds, he also wants to cover up the fact that Mitt Romney is involved in fronting for
known criminals like Michael Herzog and his partner, Paul Guenette. Romney and Bush Sr.
are extremely close. Bush Sr. is trying to clear the road so that Romney can become the next
Presidential candidate.
Because Mitt Romney couldn’t clear the scrutiny of his financial records and the source of over
a billion dollars deposited in his offshore bank account, he was not vetted as a Vice Presidential
candidate for John McCain. Romney has not declared these funds nor has he paid any personal
taxes on them.
If Romney is really considering running for President in the future, there will be no way he’s
going to get pass clearance. No matter how many records George Bush Sr. and others may
change, information regarding his stolen Falcone funds will be splashed all over the world. He
will not get on first base!
Every detail of all activities including named banks, accounts, dates and complicit parties
involved in this corruption will be shared with Congressional members. A Congressional Panel

will be interviewing past and present Administration because evidence will warrant their actions.
Not quite finished….
To the Powers that be: Corruption Activities – 11/17/2010
Mr. Falcone sources revealed that when former President, George Bush Sr. orchestrated the
government sponsored Team that flew to Germany in September; they met with Bush Sr.’s
criminal associate, Michael Herzog. During the meeting, Bush Sr.’s Team told Herzog that he
and his partner, Paul Guenette can’t discuss or ever confirm their association with the Bush(s)
and Mitt Romney.
Michael Herzog told Bush Sr.’s Team, “It was Bush Sr. and Romney’s decision not to settle
and pay Falcone, why are you telling me to settle now? Tell Bush Sr., if he tries to make me
reimburse Falcone now, I will expose all Bush(s) and Romney’s offshore accounts in billions in
offshore accounts including links, source records and earnings we’ve ever earned together.”
Mr. Falcone believes that Herzog’s threat and blackmail caused Bush Sr. to order his Team to
move and change bank accounts in other countries to protect him and Romney from Falcone,
Herzog and associates to try to protect their stolen funds.
President Obama was informed about the Falcone matter and the need to settle by Mr.
Falcone’s sources and directly by Dennis Blair, former lead member of Obama’s Security
Council who stepped down this past summer. So many records, similar high value cases
of grand scale of fraud and supporting evidence, have been provided to the President. The
President’s full knowledge of the Falcone matter and other similar cases are considered a
dereliction of duty and fiduciary care of the office he holds. To this date, President Obama has
failed to respond to other parties or to take any action regarding the Falcone’s settlement.
But, Obama Administration managed to immediately step in to help settle the Clintons, who
Herzog had also stolen funds from. Funds the Clintons will be obligated to explain to Congress
under Oath. Michael Herzog and partner, Paul Guenette stole substantial money from the
Clinton’s trading activities and Government Agencies immediately brought Herzog and Guenette
to Washington, DC for a hearing that’s not on public record but, held in a field file. They made
Herzog and Guenette reimburse all of the Clinton’s money in a Private Recovery deal with the
Agencies.
There is a growing case of Fraud, Bribery, Corruption, Theft misuse of Agency powers and
failure of the FBI and other Government Agencies to investigate and arrest the parties involved
with the theft of Mr. Falcone’s settlement funds and with many others. Cover ups are about to
be exposed.
Mr. Falcone is currently interviewing prominent criminal attorneys to take action against the US
Government, the Bush(s) and Mitt Romney personally for corruptly blocking investigations Mr.
Falcone filed with the FBI, Homeland Security and Federal Reserve Board and for their constant
interfering and derailing of the return of Mr. Falcone’s funds.
A key question will be, “Why are the Bush(s) and Romney associated with known criminals like
Michael Herzog and Paul Guenette?” A full Public audit of all accrued income will be demanded.
In addition to legal actions being taken by Mr. Falcone, more Congressional members are being
enlisted and given all particulars including incriminating account information. Momentum is
growing towards Congressional hearings regarding (1) Falcone’s Government Settlement Funds
implicating Joe Biden, Hilary Clinton, Rahm and Geithner, (2) Falcone’s funds Bush Sr. had
Herzog and Guenette steal for a trading fronted by Romney for their own pockets.

Government planes, current and ex Agency staff have been used for this shabby exercise.
Attempts to erase Bank Accounts to conceal their fraud and corruption has failed as
incriminating records and far worse, is held ready for a Congressional investigation.
These full records are now in multi Global parties’ safekeeping. Key, trustworthy and
responsible newspapers will be availed full access to investigate and expose the scale of
corruption and racketeering of ex Presidents, Vice President and other Government officials.
This information is now with numerous key EU Agencies, newspapers and Chinese Banks and
Officials.
Sr. European Ministers are being advised of the scale of corruption and criminality of named
parties.
A number of key independent media Agencies such as Wiki Leaks will explode this globally,
naming and shaming the criminal parties enabling the American electorate to judge and act.
This is heading for a Nuremberg scale of trial.
And dessert…
To the Powers that be: Latest Update on the Falcone Account Betrayal- 11/22/2010
Mr. Falcone reports that once again, Bush Sr sent out a Team to change Biden’s accounts in
Hong Kong. They changed banks and the names on Biden’s accounts. Each team member’s
names are known with full details of their travel itinerary.
When President Obama was in India, he received formal notification of Joe Biden’s clandestine
involvement with Bush Sr., who was the party behind stealing Falcone’s funds, and with whom
Bush Sr cross utilized Clinton to bribe Biden, to assist and deny Falcone recovery of his funds.
Mr. Falcone’s sources report that Obama confronted Joe Biden about the money he
received corruptly from the stolen Falcone settlement and about his other account at Bank
Santander, Spain. Obama advised Biden that in addition to his account in Hong Kong, his
Santander account had been discovered and to move it immediately which Biden took care of
electronically.
Because the President knew about this corruption, but took no action to rectify it and uphold
the law, instead freely choosing to help Biden attempt to conceal the truth, he’s as culpable as
the other criminals. He also knows of other similar activities and has taken no action which is
considered a dereliction of duty and fiduciary care of the office he holds.
Bush Sr knows that Falcone and the authorities are carefully monitoring his and Biden’s
accounts in particular. That’s why the Bush team did not dare go back to Spain or the Caribbean
during this last trip overseas.
What this criminal team of Spooks and Agents fail to grasp, is that every move is known and
recorded. Also known, during Bush Sr’s Team previous trip, is that he had his money moved
from St. Barts and relocated it to other Caribbean Island Banks.
Intelligence reports states that Bush Sr. team is expected to be back in the States this week.
These parties are not going to steal assets from Ed Falcone, an American citizen, and get
away with it. A catalogue of evidence has been collated encompassing RICO, Fraud, Bribery,
Corruption, Money Laundering, Theft, misuse of Agency powers and the systematic failure
and collusion of the FBI and other Government Agencies to investigate and arrest the parties
involved with the theft of Mr. Falcone’s settlement funds.
Mr. Falcone has been interviewing high level Criminal Attorneys to add to his legal team, who
will be filing personal criminal charges against Bush(s), Mitt Romney, Michael Herzog, Paul

Guenette , Joseph Ackermann, Alan Greenspan and others.
In conjunction with anticipated Congressional hearings, criminal charges will also be filed
against all of Bush Sr’s Team who changed and modified bank records to help cover up
Falcone’s stolen funds.
The scale, dynamic and Global economic implications of this sordid affair are of such
significance it is now being tracked by multiple Enforcement Agencies, media sources and key
Intel Agencies.
___________________
December 3, 2010 – WHITE HAT REPORT: A PEOPLE’S CALL TO ARMS
The first “White Hat Report” sent out three weeks ago had the desired effect: picked up by the
DC crowd, world leaders and translated into over ten languages across the globe.
The internet is the last bastion of free speech and truthful reporting; the mainstream media has
had this story for months and refused to release it. We, the White Hats, will continue to release
evidence until the entire world is aware of the corruption in the U.S.A. and beyond. Former
presidents, cabinet members, congressmen–the corruption penetrates deep into the bowels of
our global society and culture.
The theft of the Bank of Taiwan wire transfer and the theft of funds from Ed Falcone, a U.S.
citizen, are only two examples of the corrupt worldwide banking system; we have evidence of
more. This fraud is estimated to be in the hundreds of trillions of dollars, all of which implicate
the following top-ranking DC leaders:
* President Barack Obama
* Vice President Joe Biden
* Former President George Bush Sr.
* Former President George Bush Jr.
* Former First Lady Barbara Bush (Pierce)
* Former President Bill Clinton
* Secretary of State Hillary Clinton
* Former Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan
* Former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger
* International Financier George Soros
* Former Secretary of the Treasury Henry Paulsen
* Former Vice President Dick Cheney
* Former Federal Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker
* Secretary of the Treasury Tim Geithner
* Former Governor of Massachusetts Mitt Romney
* Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke
* Former WH Chief of Staff Rahm Emanuel
* Deutsche Bank’s Chief Executive Officer and Chairman of the Group Executive Committee
Josef Ackermann
We are in the process of confiscating funds (a total of $500 trillion) from bank accounts all over
the world in the control of George Bush Sr. His wife, nee Barbara Pierce, is also part of the
fraud; her family, the Pierces who are one of the largest trading groups in France, have assisted
in the theft of funds via worldwide trading programs.

This has resulted in a maelstrom of panic within the corridors of D.C. In less than 24 hours, 135
English blogs had received and posted the information–we can only imagine its global reach.
This is just the tip of the iceberg; the thefts far exceed those mentioned above. The treasonous
criminals rounded up must be put on trial and the den of thieves exposed to the world. The
mass media wonders why they are losing readership and subscribers.
The question is…….. when will the lawmakers in the US step up and do the right thing for
the country and the rest of the world? What will it take to stop the theft of money and the
manipulation of the banking system? The bribes, blackmail and corruption that permeates the
corridors of power?
The fabricated left-right paradigm is about to be shattered. Republicans and Democrats are, in
reality, two sides of the same coin. The question is, will the familiar nightly “talking heads” that
prevent this information from being released, continue to be enablers by their silence? When the
information comes out will the people hold these conspirators responsible? Their time is running
out.
Tyranny has no place in this world and history will record this time period as one in which the
people took back their “life, liberty and pursuit of happiness”.
***********************************************************************************
The following was received from a highly place intelligence source from across the pond:
“The saga of the Falcone Funds Theft raises fully the electoral specter facing America.
A President under severe surveillance on electoral malfeasance. A Vice President facing
serious bribery and corruption allegations.
Bribed by the Secretary of State Clinton according to documented allegations all fully attested
now, on record, by Senior Staff.
Set up and controlled by the usual Criminal Cabal Ringmaster himself, Bush Snr. Bush is now
promoting his new bought and paid for protégé, Romney, also listed as having participated in
unlawful sequestration of the Falcone funds in conjunction with the criminal Herzog partnership.
Romney, it is attested, received over $ One Billion dollars for his collusion. Another paid Monkey
for the Organ Grinder to manipulate in office.
What chance does America, or its people, have with such malignant forces at work riding
roughshod over the Constitution?
The allegations are clear and need to be investigated by an empowered Constitutional authority,
Congress. The diabolical failure of the FBI and Fed to act shows the abysmal endemic
corruption permeating through the entire Regulatory and Governing structures. Made Men and
bought parties only are placed in key roles, to affect the Ringmaster and Cabals’ wishes.
Greenspan and Ackermann are clearly identified in this web of corruption yet again. Usual
suspects, same faces, same modus operandi.
Wiki Leaks are now profiling US corruption, as the American media has simply succumbed to
criminal directives and lost all credibility or purpose. The voice of the people has been removed
post Watergate. Neutered dogs!
The Constitution has been blatantly disenfranchised from the people, enabling a criminal
collective to usurp power, enslaving the American people, whose freedom is simply draining
away into the night, whilst this vile, abusive, corrupt Oligarchy gorges itself with impunity,
impervious to the constraints of Law or Order. The Supreme Court is a collective of hand-picked
sycophants, each following the party line. Judicial integrity has gone. The Constitution has been

dismantled. A ruthless, criminal and perverse regime has effectively enforced a silent Coup
upon the Body Politic of the US. Corrupt Bankers now direct a corrupt Federal Reserve to mass
print to order, in a feeding frenzy of Ponzi trading. Empowering ever more the criminal Cabal
running America.
The Tri Lateral Commission continues unchecked towards its NWO Domination agenda, for
Global enslavement of the Vassals. WW3 will result.
Ed Falcone is an American national. He invested substantial funds, as an American Patriot, to
help his country. Funds ruthlessly stolen by Bush, Greenspan, Ackermann, Herzog and others,
compounded by a bribed Vice President, coerced by Clinton, acting for Bush Snr. So bad, if
presented as a novel, it defies credibility as Fiction? Yet happening, here, today and real.
With a new Speaker, and crumbling Presidency, was there ever a better time for the American
people to demand a full, unfettered Congressional Inquiry? To name, investigate, indict and jail
the guilty parties. Be you ever so mighty, the Law is above you! Remember that? The Founding
Fathers set up the Constitution for a reason. To seize freedom from Colonial enslavement.
Power now usurped by a greedy collective, manipulating the entire US Infrastructure for
personal gratification and power. Power seized and corrupted, by a few, yet a whole nation
disenfranchised.
The world looks on aghast and sees all. America is blind. Americans denied truth. The
arrogance of plundering wars under cover of supposed Democratization, when basic
Democracy is denied the America people.
When will Falcone be paid his rightful money? When will Congress investigate, indict, charge
and imprison the entire corrupt Cabal? Will Congress recover the Constitutional Rights of its
people?
The Internet is a Global force of truth and freedom. As Wiki Leaks is showing. Transgressions
and Imperialistic brutality shown and shamed. Criminal acts ousted. A voice of truth. One they
don’t own! However much they suppress truth, it always breaks free somewhere.
America was supposed to be a Republic, free from Feudal powers and a Self Empowering
Aristocracy. France simply guillotined hers! Not such a bad idea looking at the collective
named villains en masse. The Constitution has been usurped, its protective ethos reneged
upon. Treason! Treasonous acts in abundance. A plague of Sewer Rats has seized control.
Washington has become an infested corridor of vanities. Texas’s Mafia award themselves
Freedom medals for acts of brutal Hegemony and Fraud. A bonfire of vanities. Systematic
corruption permeates through the entire State and Fiscal systems. Deeply embedded rot. Who
will cauterize the scale of infection and clean up America? Start by paying Falcone what he is
lawfully owed, investigate and jail the perpetrators. This is known Globally. America’s shame
openly discussed. Has integrity died in America? Revolution freed a nation before. Truth is
America’s freedom.
The new Speaker seems to be a man of integrity and humility. Standards and core beliefs.
If so, one of his first acts must be to open a full, far reaching Inquiry, with immunity shown to
none. Restore the Constitution. Rebuild faith and trust. Jail the guilty parties and seize all their
ill gotten gains under the Proceeds of Crime Act. Extradite Ackermann, Hertzog and partners
to stand trial in America for Corruption and RICO Fraud. Charge all Cabal accomplices and
corrupt Regulators under RICO. Clean up this rats nest and free America now! Vast evidence is
available to secure mass convictions. Many, many other well documented cases all sit behind.

Sequestrate the stolen funds and rebuild America. Can Americans only access truth via the
Internet now like a Stasi State?
How many American nationals will make a collective effort to demand action by their Senators
and Congressmen? Your voice is all it needs to expose and close this corruption.
Let YES WE CAN – mean- YES WE CAN EXPOSE AND INDICT THE LOT OF THEM
AS WELL DESERVED! Their greatest fear is truth. Exposure. You’re WATCH, YOUR
RESPONSIBILITY.
America can only go forward by removing this infectious and virulent virus. Nuremberg cleaned
up Germany. It needs repeating in the US. Indict and try the whole rat pack.
Unquote

http://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?noframes;read=187490 - this link ties the
above links.

